MODELE DE SUBIECTE DE TEZA :

MODEL I :

SUBIECT I. Puneti verbele din paranteza la forma corecta:

1 Mum always ( to buy) fruit and vegetables at the market.
2.Mary (to type) the letter at this very moment.
3.”Ah, now I (to know) what you mean” said he.
4.Andy broke his leg while he (to ski) last winter.
5.Yestrday I (to meet) a very interesting person.
6. He (to finish) just his essay.
7.We ((not to see) any good movies lately.
8. The children (to watch) TV for half and hour.
9.Where you (to go) on holiday next summer?
10.What he (to do) at this time tomorrow?
11.The teacher told us ( to open) our books and start reading the lesson.
12.Last summer mum asked me where I (to want) to go on holiday.
13.I promised Helen I ( to speak) to the form teacher about the trip the next day.
14.John wanted to know if dad (to repair) the car already.
15. I will visit grandma when I ( to finish) my work.
16. If Emily (to find) a new job she will be very happy.
17.They wouldn’t have got a bad grade if they (to learn) the lesson.
18. Martin would look better if he (to have) a hair cut.
19 .Had he listened to me,he ( not to lose) his way in the woods.
20.Unless he writes more clearly the teacher (no to be able to ) read his essay.
SUBIECTUL II.Alegeti varianta corecta:
1.She gave me………..book to keep.
a) the boys
b) the boy’s c) boys’

2) The …… balls are all red.
a) children’s b) childrens’ c) childrens’s

3) ………….are all closed.
a) The house’s windows b) The windows of the house c) The window of the house
4) The money ……all here.
a) are b) were c) is

5.Have you done all your ……..?
a) homeworks b) home work c) homework
6.My parents always give me good…….
a) advice b) advices c) advise
7.Where ….. grandma’s glasses?
a) is b) have been c) are

8.Have you met my two…….?
a) sisters-in-laws b) sisters-in-law c) sister-in-laws

9.Physics ….. a very difficult subject.
a) are b) will be c) is
10. He gave me………good news.
a) a b) many c) –

11. The children were ……..than we had expected.
a) happier b) happy c) happyer
12. …… of our friends came to the party late.
a) more b) many c) much

13. The teacher always gives us …….homework.
a) many b) few c) little

14.There are….. books on the table,I left them for you.
a) a few b) few c) a little

15.This book is ….. than the other one.
a) most interesting b) the most interesting c) more interesting
16.That is…….girl of all.
a) pretty b) prettier c) the prettiest

17. This is ……book I have ever read.
a) the best b) the most interest c) the goodest
18.What is the ……news?
a) last b) latest c)later

19. He is walking very …….today.
a) fast b) faster c) fastly

20.He is our best student,he works…..
a) harder b) hardly c) hard
21.Have you…..your bed?
a) made b) done c) build

22.Has …. seen her today?
a) anyone b) somebody c) something
23.We must…..quickly or we’ll be late.
a) to walk b) walk c) walking

24.They bought these books at the ……yesterday.
a) library b) stationer’s c) bookshop
25.He went …..a trip to Venice.
a) in b) on c) at

26.He never listens……the teacher.
a) to b) at c)-

27. She asked me where ……
a) I had been b) had I been c) I have been
28.That girl is much ……than you.
a) fater b) fatter c) fatterer

29.He has been ……TV since he came.
a) regarding b) looking at c) watching
30.They …..me to go home.
a) told to b) told c) said

SUBIECTUL III.Reformulate the sentence beginning as indicated:
1.The teacher graded the papers.
The papers……..

2.If you don’t hurry you will miss the plane.
Unless ……
3.That girl is less beautiful than you are.
That girl is not…….

4.It’s not pleasant when you have to take a test.
Taking…….
5.I lost my keys because I was not careful.
If………

SUBIECTUL IV.Fill in the blanks with one suitable word:

Early 1)………the morning, 2) ……the girl woke 3)…….she saw that it had been raining outside
and because there were plenty 4)……clouds 5)…..the sky she decided to cancel the trip.
Nota: Toate subiectele sunt obligatorii.Timp de lucru: 1h.

SOLUTII
SUBIECTUL I:
SUBIECTUL II:
1) buys
1) b
2) is typing
2) a
3) know
3) b
4) was skiing
4) c
5) met
5) c
6) has just finished
6) a
7) haven’t seen
7) c
8) have been watching
8) b
9) are you going/will you go/will you be going
9) c
10) will be doing
10) c
11) to open
11) a
12) wanted
12) b
13) would speak
13) c
14) had repaired
14) a
15) finish
15) c
16) finds
16) c
17) had learned
17) a
18) had
18) b
19) wouldn’t have lost
19) a
20) won’t be able to
20) c

21) a
22) a
23) b
24) c
25) b
26) a
27) a
28) b
29) c
30) b

SUBIECTUL III
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The papers were graded by the teacher.
Unless you hurry you will miss the plane.
That girl is not as beautiful as you (are) .
Taking a test is not pleasant/ is unpleasant.
If I had been (more) careful I wouldn’t have lost my keys.

SUBIECTUL IV:

1) in 2) when 3) up 4) of 5) in

NOTA : Se vor accepta orice alte varinate corecte.

BAREM DE CORECTARE

Total itemi :60. Fiecare item valoreaza 1p, total 60p. Se acorda 10p din oficiu.Nota maxima la
teza este 70p.

MODEL II :
I. Choose one of the given variants A, B, C or D to complete the sentences:

1.

Could you pass the salt please?

2.

Can you tell me the __________ to the bus station?

3.

You don’t need to bring __________ to eat.

4.

My car needs __________ .

5

I haven’t had so much fun __________ I was a young boy!

6.

Mike’s dad wouldn’t __________ him go to school with a red streak in his hair.

7.

Sorry about Kate’s strange behaviour, but she’s just not used to __________ lots of people

8.

__________ we get to the top of this hill, the path gets much easier.

9.

Fifty-seven? No, that __________ be the right answer!

10.

__________ happens, I’ll always be there for you!

11.

If only I __________ made that phone call!

12.

Eat everything up! I don’t want to see anything __________ on your plate!

A Over there.

A road

A some

B I don’t know.

B way

C direction

B a food

A repairing

A when

B for

A allow

B permit

A had

B have

A At the time

A can’t

A However

A wasn’t

A left

C accept

B Eventually

B What

B didn’t

D let

B missing

D has

C Once

C wouldn’t

D Finally

D needn’t

C Whatever

C hadn’t

C put

D repair

D since

C having

B mustn’t

D anything

C to be repair

C during

D Here you are.

D street

C nothing

B to repair

around her.

C Help yourself.

D No matter

D haven’t

D staying

13.

Sorry, I don’t know __________ you’re talking about.

14.

__________ sure all the windows are locked.

15.

- What would you like, Sue?
- I’d like the same __________ Michael please.

16.

- Don’t forget to put the rubbish out.
- I’ve __________ done it!

17.

Yesterday I went __________ bus to the National Museum.

18.

It’s not __________ to walk home by yourself in the dark.

19.

Ivan kept running very hard __________ none of the other runners could possibly catch him.

20.

‘I did this painting all __________ my own, Dad,’ said Milly.

A that

A Take

A that

A yet

A on
A sure

B what

B Have

B as

A by

C Wait

D Make

C already

B in

C by

B certain

B with

D why

C for

B still

A even though

C which

D had

D even

D with

C safe

B however
C for

D problem

C despite

D as

D on

II. Put the verbs in brackets in a correct tense:

A. Last summer I ________________ 21 (visit) the United States. I ______________ 22 (look forward)
to the trip for ages, and I enjoyed myself very much. On the 4th of July a friend
________________ 23 (suggest) we go and watch the fireworks. I ___________ 24 (see) fireworks
before, but I ____________ 25 (never/experience) anything like the spectacle we
_______________ 26 (witness) that night.
B. If you take a holiday with Activity Wales, you __________________ 27 (have) the time of your
life. As soon as you __________________ 28 (arrive), you ________________ 29 (feel) in a different
world! Before your holiday _____________ 30 (be) over, you _________________ 31
(already/plan) your next visit.
C. Some thieves ____________________ 32 (break into) my house yesterday. Apparently I
_______________ 33 (leave) the window open. The thieves __________ 34 (get) in through the
window and _______________ 35 (steal) all my jewellery. The police ______________ 36 (come)
as soon as I called, but so far they _________________37 (not find) any fingerprints or other
cues. I am certain that if my neighbors _______________ 38 (see) anything, they ______________
39 (announce) me immediately. I wish I ________________ 40 (not be) so careless before
leaving home!

III. Write one word to fill in the gaps in the text below:

We all love to eat between meals, _______________ (41) it is a bar of chocolate after breakfast or a
packet of crisps before dinner. But when we think _______________(42) it, most of these “snack”
foods are _____________ (43) of fat, salt and sugar and thus contain a _____________ (44) of calories.
Another disadvantage is that after ________________ (45) consumed these foods, _________________
(46) is a temptation to eat _________________ (47) as they still leave you feeling hungry. But
_____________ (48) says snack foods have to be bad _______________(49) you? They can, in
_______________(50), be very good for you ___________________(51) you just choose carefully. One of
the best and healthiest snack options _______________ (52) dried fruit. It’s really tasty and makes a
brilliant, easy-to-eat snack, as _______________ (53) as leaving you satisfied. __________________(54) is
also a great variety to choose _______________(55), with dried bananas, apricots, grapes and apples
available at _______________(56) supermarkets. You can enjoy dried fruit for morning and
afternoon breaks, at school or at work, in the car or _______________(57) watching television. Dried
fruit also makes the perfect fast food for late-night homework sessions. So _______________(58)
time you fancy _________________(59) sweet, try the healthy option and you’ll _________________(60)
pleasantly surprised.

KEY I : 1D, 2B, 3D, 4A, 5D, 6D, 7C, 8C, 9C, 10A, 11C, 12A, 13B, 14D, 15B, 16C, 17A, 18C, 19A, 20D

KEY II : 21 visited, 22 had been looking, 23 suggested, 24 had seen, 25 had never experienced, 26
witnessed, 27 will have, 28 arrive, 29 will feel, 30 is, 31 will have already planned, 32 broke into,
33 had left, 34 got, 35 stole, 36 came, 37 haven’t found, 38 had seen, 39 would have announced,
40 had not been

KEY III : 41 whether, 42 of, 43 full, 44 lot, 45 having, 46 there, 47 more, 48 who, 49 for, 50 fact,
51 if, 52 is, 53 well, 54 there, 55 from, 56 all, 57 while, 58 next, 59 something, 60 be

MODELE DE SUBIECTE PENTRU ORAL:
Bilet nr. 1
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
The King's wardrobe grew as each year passed and everyone lived merrily in the capital where the

King kept his clothes. One day two strangers came to the capital. One of them was very large and wore a

stunning yellow suit and the other was very short and wore a very handsome green suit. Both of them had
magnificent hats made of rare feathers from distant lands. They introduced themselves to the most

important people in the capital and told them of all the incredible creations they had made for dukes and

duchesses, counts and countesses, princes and princesses, Kings and Queens and all sorts of very important
people around the world. They even bragged that they used magic silk that would render the clothes

invisible to anyone who did not have enough intelligence, education, and wisdom to be holding the position
they did in the Kingdom.

1. Sum up this text using your own words, not the author’s.
2. What do you think was the two strangers’ job and what makes you think so?
3. Why do you think they called themselves “the most important people” in the capital?
4. Are you interested in fashion? Why/ why not?
Bilet nr.2
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
The next day when she had seated herself at table with the king and all the courtiers, and was

eating from her little golden plate, something came creeping splish splash, splish splash, up the
marble staircase, and when it had got to the top, it knocked at the door and

cried, "Princess, youngest princess, open the door for me." She ran to see who was outside, but
when she opened the door, there sat the frog in front of it. Then she slammed the door too, in

great haste, sat down to dinner again, and was quite frightened. The king saw plainly that her

heart was beating violently, and said, "My child, what are you so afraid of? Is there perchance a
giant outside who wants to carry you away?" "Ah, no," replied she. "It is no giant but a
disgusting frog."

1. What is this text about?
2. Why do you think the princess was frightened?
3. How is it possible for a princess to have a conversation with a frog?

4. Do you like fairy tales? What is your favourite and why?
Bilet nr. 3
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
Two kings' sons once went out in search of adventures, and fell into a wild, disorderly way of

living, so that they never came home again. The youngest, who was called simpleton, set out to

seek his brothers, but when at length he found them they mocked him for thinking that he with
his simplicity could get through the world, when they two could not make their way, and yet

were so much cleverer. They all three traveled away together, and came to an ant-hill. The two

elder wanted to destroy it, to see the little ants creeping about in their terror, and carrying their
eggs away, but simpleton said, leave the creatures in peace, I will not allow you to disturb them.

Then they went onwards and came to a lake, on which a great number of ducks were swimming.
The two brothers wanted to catch a couple and roast them, but simpleton would not permit it,
and said, leave the creatures in peace, I will not suffer you to kill them.
1. Sum up this text using your own words, not the author’s.
2. Who is the cleverest of the brothers and why?
3. What is the relationship among the three brothers, in your opinion?
4. Do you have a brother or a sister? How do you get along?
Bilet nr.4
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
Suddenly the door opened, and a woman as old as the hills, who supported herself on crutches,

came creeping out. Hansel and Gretel were so terribly frightened that they let fall what they had
in their hands.

The old woman, however, nodded her head, and said, "Oh, you dear children, who has brought

you here? Do come in, and stay with me. No harm shall happen to you."

She took them both by the hand, and led them into her little house. Then good food was set

before them, milk and pancakes, with sugar, apples, and nuts. Afterwards two pretty little beds

were covered with clean white linen, and Hansel and Gretel lay down in them, and thought they
were in heaven.

The old woman had only pretended to be so kind. She was in reality a wicked witch, who lay

in wait for children, and had only built the little house of bread in order to entice them there.
1. What is this text about?

2. Can you guess the meaning of the word entice from the context?

3. Why do you think the children were scared to see the old woman?
4. Do you like fairy tales? What is your favourite and why?
Bilet nr. 5
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
One Saturday morning Abby's Mum came upstairs to see Abby in her bedroom. Or tried to. There
was so much mess on the floor she could only poke her head around the door. Abby sat in the
middle of it all reading a book.

"What a tip," Mum said. "You need to have a clear up in here."
"Why?" Abby asked.

"Why?" Mum repeated. "Because things get broken or lost when they're all willy-nilly like this.

Come on, have a tidy up now."

"But I'm very busy," Abby argued, "and it's boring on my own. Can't you help me?"

"No I can't, I'm busy too. But I'll give you extra pocket money if you do a good job."

When Mum came back later all the toys and clothes and books had disappeared.
"I'm impressed," said Mum. "But I'll inspect it properly later."

"It was easy," said Abby. "Can I have my extra pocket money now?"
1. What are Abby and Mum talking about?

2. How was Abby convinced to tidy up her room?
3. Is Abby a good girl? Why/ why not?
4. Have you ever had similar conversations with your mother? Who won?
Bilet Nr.6
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
Fleet Week New York City is scheduled for May 23-30. Thousands of Sailors, Marines, and Coast

Guardsmen from U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, and international navy ships will participate.

Hosted nearly every year since 1984, Fleet Week New York is the City's celebration of the sea
services. This annual event provides an opportunity for the citizens of New York City and the
surrounding Tri-State area to meet Sailors, Marines, and Coast Guardsmen, with dozens of

military demonstrations and displays throughout the week, as well as public visitation of many
of the participating ships.

1.What does Fleet Week New York celebrate?

2.How often does this event take place?
3.Is New York City the capital of the USA?
4.If you went to New York City what would you be able to visit?
Bilet Nr.7
Read this text and then answer the questions below it:
Brooklyn Children’s Museum is a world-class organization with community roots, and is

dedicated to serving the larger Brooklyn and New York City community. Committed to bringing

hands-on learning adventures to children and families, Brooklyn Children’s Museum provides a
free afterschool program for children ages 7-18, free summer concerts on Friday evenings, and

affordable admission to innovative exhibits, programs, and special performances. In addition,
the Museum maintains partnerships with many local community organizations.
1.What is the text about?

2.How expensive are the summer concerts?
3.Do you think a Children’s Museum is useful? Why?
4.Would you like to visit New York City? Why?
Bilet Nr.8
As any Italian housewife will tell you, homemade pasta is not difficult to make.It does ,however,

require patience and time, which is why I tend to make it on Sunday mornings.People who have

a gift for making pastry or bread will have very little problem in making pasta , as many of the

skills applied to all three are the same.The most important thing to remember is that you need

plenty of work surface.If you plan to going into pasta making in a big way, then it may be worth
your while to buy a pasta machine.At the turn of a handle this will give you many different

shapes and thicknesses of pasta .These machines manufactured in Northern Italy are now widely

available in specialist kitchenware shops all over the world.
1. What is text about?

2. What is the most important thing to remember?
3. Why is a machine worth buying?
4. Are you good at cooking?

Bilet Nr.9
Read this text and answer the questions below it:
Elvis Presley may be the single most important figure in American 20th century popular music.
Not necessarily the best, and certainly not the most consistent. But no one could argue with the
fact that he was the musician most responsible for popularizing rock & roll on an international
level. Viewed in cold sales figures, his impact was phenomenal. Dozens upon dozens of

international smashes from the mid-'50s to the mid-'70s, as well as the steady sales of his

catalog and reissues since his death in 1977, may make him the single highest-selling performer
in history.

1.Who is Elvis Presley?
2.When did he die?
3.Do you like listening to music?
4.What kind of music do you like? Why?
Bilet Nr. 10
Read this text and answer the questions below it:
The Beatles were the greatest and most influential group of the rock era, and introduced more
innovations into popular music than any other rock band of the 20th century. Moreover, they

were among the few artists of any discipline that were simultaneously the best at what they did

and the most popular at what they did. Imaginative and experimental, the Beatles grabbed a hold
of the international mass consciousness in 1964 and never let go for the next six years, always
staying ahead of the pack in terms of creativity but never losing their ability to communicate
their increasingly sophisticated ideas to a mass audience. Their supremacy as rock icons
remains unchallenged to this day, decades after their breakup in 1970.
1.What is the text about?

2.What happened simultaneously?
3.Have you ever listened to the Beatles?
4.Is music important to you?

Bilet Nr.11
Read this text and then answer the questions below:
Outdoor grilling has been an American mainstay since pre-Civil War days. Southerners were

accustomed to slow-cooking pork in a savory sauce of vinegar, ketchup, water, salt and pepper.

But that traditional combination of sweet and salty may have a price. Recent research shows that
cooking meat at high temperatures could increase your risk of cancer. One Mount Sinai School of

Medicine study, released in February, showed that higher heat, lower humidity and longer

cooking times increased the number of carcinogenic agents. "We've proven it in animal and

research labs, and in humans we have strong suggestions," says Jaime Uribarri, lead writer of the
study and professor of medicine at Mount Sinai School of Medicine. "But essentially it means
avoid too much heat."

1.What is this text about?
2.What should we avoid when we cook meat? Why?
3.Do you like barbeque?
4.Can you name a few things that we like eating,but are not good for our body?
Bilet Nr.12
Read this text and then answer the questions below:
Rebellious teenager Rachel screams, swears, drinks and is, in a word, uncontrollable. With her
latest car crash, Rachel has broken the final rule in mom Lilly's San Francisco home. With

nowhere else to take the impulsive girl, Lilly sends her daughter to her own mother's Idaho

farm. Grandma Georgia is not your typical sweet and doting grandmother. She lives her life by a

number of unbreakable rules, demanding anyone who shares her home do the same--God comes
first and hard work comes a very close second. Having to raise the young woman, it will require
each patient breath she takes to understand Rachel's fury. But as Rachel succumbs to her

summer of misery and shakes up the tiny town, Georgia notices something is changing within
her granddaughter. Given structure and responsibilities, Rachel is letting her guard down and
learning compassion, especially for her mother.

1.This is the plot of a movie.Who are the names of the 3 characters?

2.How old is the main character?
3.Would you like to see this movie? Why?
4.What kind of movies do you like?
Bilet Nr.13
Read this text and then answer the questions below:
Walter Elias Disney (1901-1966) was an American film producer Disney is notable as one of

the most influential figures in the field of entertainment during the twentieth century. As the cofounder of Walt Disney Productions, Walt became one of the best-known motion pictures
producers in the world. The corporation he co-founded, now known as The Walt Disney
Company, today has annual revenues of approximately U.S. $30 billion.Walt Disney is

particularly noted for being a film producer and a popular showman, as well as an innovator in
animation and theme park design. He received twenty-two Academy Awards and forty-eight

nominations during his lifetime, holding the record for the individual with the most awards and
the most nominations. Disney has also won seven Emmy Awards. Disney and his staff created a
number of the world's most famous fictional characters, including the one many consider

Disney's alter ego, Mickey Mouse. He is also well-known as the namesake of the Disneyland and
Walt Disney World Resort theme parks in the United States, France, Japan and China.
1.Who is the text about?

2.Who was this man?What did he create?
3.Have you ever seen any of his movies?
4.Can you name any of his movies?
Bilet Nr.14
Read this text and then answer the questions below:
William Shakespeare (1564- 1616) was an English poet and playwright widely regarded as the
greatest writer of the English language, and as the world's preeminent dramatist. He wrote

approximately 38 plays and 154 sonnets, and Already popular in his own lifetime, Shakespeare
became more famous after his death.Scholars believe Shakespeare produced most of his work

between 1586 and 1612, although the exact dates and chronology of the plays attributed to him
are under considerable debate. He is counted among the few playwrights who have excelled in

both tragedy and comedy; his plays combine popular appeal with complex characterisation, and
poetic grandeur with philosophical depth.
1.Who was William Shakespeare?
2.What did Shakespeare write?
3. Have you read anything by Shakespeare?
4.Who is your favourite author?
Bilet Nr.15
Read this text and answer the questions below:
England became a unified state during the tenth century and takes its name from the Angles —
one of a number of Germanic tribes who settled in the territory during the fifth and sixth

centuries. The capital city of England is London, which is the largest city in Great Britain and

largest city in the European Union.England ranks among the most influential and far-reaching
centres of cultural development in the history of the world.It is the place of origin of both the

English language and the Church of England, and English law forms the basis of the legal systems
of many countries. It was the historic centre of the British Empire. It was the birthplace of the

Industrial Revolution and was the first country in the world to become industrialised. England
was the world's first parliamentary democracy and consequently many constitutional,

governmental and legal innovations that had their origin in England have been widely adopted
by other nations.

1. Which is the largest city in Europe?

2. In which ways has England influenced the rest of the world?
3. If you went to England what would you like to visit?
4. How can people from Europe get to England?

